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1.

SUMMARY CHILLS - TECHNOLOGY

“Simplified integration of different application into one workflow”
Integrate and automate applications on a platform, built on new soft code technology.
This new technology simplifies application integration, making it a reliable and fast job
requiring limited programming skills. To optimise business dataflow are all integrations
managed on Chills, the integration Platform as a Service (iPaaS)

Soft code technology
Soft code is the new technology Chills is built on. It is much more business friendly than
hard coding by providing an interface (Adapter) on top of hard coding, enabling people
to integrate applications without programmers’ help. People with understanding how
business processes should perform in a chain, can now realise this.

Front- and backend
The technology frontend is the Adapter built on soft code, where application
specifications and data to be transferred are defined. Each Adapter has Events (input
data), Actions and Commands (output data). The backend technology uses NodeJS,
MongoDB and Angular.

Open Source community
Chills invites programmers to build Adapters and related functionality based on soft
code technology. Any developer can design organisational specific Adapters reflecting
the insights how data should flow effectively through the business.

Integration scenarios
Application integration and automation is created irrespective of their location; in one
cloud, multiple clouds or On Prem, provided that firewalls and applications permit
access. Adapters always enable a two-way dataflow.

Reader guide
This whitepaper is a high-level technology description and uses Chills interfaces but is
not a user manual.
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2.

FROM HARD CODE TO SOFT CODE TECHNOLOGY

Hard code integrations
Today most application integrations are hard coded. A hard-coded integration is often a
black box for customers and inflexible. When one of the integrated applications or the
business requirements changes, the integration must also be reprogrammed.

Connection soft code & hard code
Soft code is much more business friendly. It is an interface on top of hard code
integrations. An integration is divided in a hard-coded backend and a soft-coded
frontend. This soft-coded frontend do we call an Adapter. The parameters you specify in
this adapter controls the hard-coded backend.

Improved IT-Business cooperation
Controlling hard coding by using the soft-coded Adapters enable people with no or
limited programming skills to work with data flow design in any organisation. This brings
business and IT closer together and strengthens their cooperation.
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3.

ADAPTER – SOFT-CODED FRONTEND

The hard code normally required making an integration is divided in three components.
Each component consists of a soft-coded frontend, controlling the hard-coded backend.
This picture shows the Adapter components in sequence.

Adapter definition:
The frontend interface where you
control the hard-coded backend.

Adapter component definitions
Event
Operation type from an external
system triggering an event.

Note

∞ means infinity, i.e. endless creation of
adapters and its components

3.1

Action and Command
Hard-coded mini applications with
a soft-coded frontend run in a
defined order, processing data
and passing it on.

ADAPTER IN A BUSINESS FLOW

This picture shows how application data is transferred using an Adapter with its three
components in sequence.

The work registration; hours, products and services registered as data in an ERP
system. This data is transferred using an Adapter from ERP to Accounting system. The
Accounting system multiplies the ERP data with prices belonging to the hours, products
and services resulting in an invoice.
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4.

CHILLS PLATFORM

Main menu access to; Users, Services, Adapters, Actions and Commands.

Definition
Users
Users and groups of users connected to adapters,
and administrator groups working on the platform.
Service
There are several types of services for example
tasks and authentication services.

Action and Command use
The standard mini applications Action and
Command are used for Adapters, Services and
Users.

4.1

USERS

Users connected to an Adaptor with demanded authentication.

Explanation
New user
Register a person’s credentials and generate
access tokens.
User table
Registered user overview.
Access groups
Groups of users with specified access to
Adapters.
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4.2

THE ADAPTER MANAGEMENT INTERFACE

Each tab accesses a different interface managing the Adapter. The Adapter name used
is called Boxn, our Norwegian test customer.

4.2.1

Settings
Explanation
Adapter Name
A name reflecting the
integration or business
process step you integrate
or automate.
Type
Select a predefined type; API,
WebSocket, etc.
Create a new API
The URL in a live environment
requires a fully qualified
domain name.

API action method
Select type of http method
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4.2.2

Events

Explanation
Events
A predefined request or receive type
of operation
Search…
Search for Event types available in
the Chills database
4.2.3 Visualize
A graphical representation of each Adapter. Adapter testing of all components in
sequence encourages business and IT cooperation on the platform.

Explanation
The play button runs the
Adapter and reports
malfunctioning.

Every Adapter component
is visualised in the flow
chart

A green circle indicates the
component functions
correctly.

A red circle indicates the
components malfunctioning.
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4.2.4

Save Changes

Save changes is a separate required step to save and apply the parameters set in the
soft code controlling the hard-coded backend. Apply means a new Adapter version is
created.

Save changes will save all changes in the Adapter flow and restarts the adapter making
all changes effective immediately. This “saving changes” is comparable with a release.
Important note
Visualization i.e. testing can be done prior to saving the Adapter.

4.2.5

Versions

Version management is important to assure dataflow in an already operational
integration platform where new and existing Adapters are changed, tested and
released. In case of errors or misunderstandings between business and IT, the previous
Adapter version can be re-activated immediately, restoring the original business data
flow.

Explanation
A version consists of the
Adapter name, version number,
date saved and time.
A maximum number of versions
per Adapter is stored.
Actions and Commands have
the same version management.
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4.3

ADAPTER FLOW

Creating data flow through an Adapter requires the creation and specification of Actions
and Commands.
4.3.1 Flow components
All Actions and Commands are visible in an Adapter flow. In the example below Event
type “On use” is selected.

Explanation
Each component has an on/off switch for testing purposes, a delete and a refresh
button.
The data input from the Event is first checked against one or more Actions, for
example pre-set high or low limits. When input data is above or below a limit one or
more true or false Commands are triggered.
Commands are executed within the Adapter or towards connected applications.
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4.3.2 Action design
Choose an Action

Personal commands
Personalised access to Actions.
Marketplace
Chills developers can share Actions in
the Marketplace for customers reuse.

Action details

Explanation

Manage Actions with the Save and
Version tabs.

Each Action has a unique name.

A short description reflecting its
functioning.

Fill out the “required fields” to access
an application or a server.
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4.3.3 Command design
Choose a Command

Explanation
Personal commands
Personalised access to Commands.
Marketplace
Chills developers can share
Commands in Marketplace for
customers reuse.

Command details

Explanation

Manage Commands with the Save
and Version tabs.
Each Command has a name
A short description reflecting its
functioning.

Function / Code adds more
functionality to the Command.
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5.

INTEGRATION SCENARIOS

Chills enables integrations for various hosting scenarios and supports always a two-way
integration.

Cloud 1 scenario
A document and project management application in the Chills cloud. Chills easily
integrates your current accounting system and a Project management application.

Cloud 2 scenario
A database and an application in the Cloud separate from Chills. Chills easily integrates
the database and application, provided both have an open API.

On premise 3 scenario
An important application and database with sensitive information is hosted on local
hardware servers (On prem). Chills easily integrates provided access through the
firewall and open API at the application and database,
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